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Compatibility
Live Signage is available in three versions:
● Samsung display app
● Android devices app
● Os for Mini-PC

Samsung displays
Live Signage can be installed in a version 4+ Samsung
SmartSignage. In this case, no media player or mini pc is
necessary.
The app is optimized to fully exploit the processing power and
memory capacity of the screen, allowing it to fully manage and
monitor the display from the cloud. To install the app is only
necessary to access the HOME Menu via remote, then select URL
Launcher and insert the following address https://myls.io

Mini-PC
Should you have a display on which no Smart Samsung Signage
Platform version 4+ is available, it is only necessary to use an
Intel-powered Mini PC such as the Intel NUC.
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We can either provide an image of the Linux based Live Signage
operating system or ship an already configured and pre-installed
Mini-Pc.

Smartphone visualization
Live Signage allows you to reproduce on any smartphone the
contents available on a Signage Display via Url Link or Qr Code. The
slide progression can be enriched with any kind of content like
webpages, maps and forms, changing the smartphone
visualization as a mobile site or mobile application, making it easier
to increase customers’ fidelity.
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Technologies
Unlike any other, Live Signage is a software product entirely cloud
made and cloud running.
The application core runs on Amazon AWS, the largest and most
secure, reliable by a global recognition.
The system is able to scale-up based on workload and all data are
redundant. This allows Live Signage to be 24/7 online, running
worldwide at its best.
A web browser is the only requirement to get into Live Signage.
Google Chrome, Safari, Firefox or Microsoft Edge are supported..

Samsung displays app
Since 2016 we cooperate with Samsung Italy as resellers and since
2019 we are one of the few companies chosen by Samsung
Electronics as developers of professional applications on displays
for business clientele.
Live Signage is an on SOC software, right within the Samsung
professional display.
As partners, we have access to privileged information and we can
test products in advance, so as to ensure maximum compatibility
with solutions on the market.
Being within the display, Live Signage allows vital real-time
hardware monitoring and remote management features such as
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setting any display parameter: schedule of on/off switch,
brightness, volume, date & time, CPU load and memory usage
monitor and so on.
All contents are also cached inside the display to ensure continuity
even in the case of connection failure.

Live Signage for Mini-PC
Should be the user’s wish to use Live Signage on video-walls, led
walls or display other than Samsung’s, a Mini-pc is all one needs.
Actually the mini-pc solutions came first to us as ten years ago we
were already developing before Samsung Smart Signage Platform
was even available.
These days Live Signage is available as a fully tested Linux-based
OS, able to ensure reliability, performance and smart remote
monitoring.
Just connect the Mini-pc through the HDMI port and you’re good to
go!
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Contents composition
Live Signage Allows the creation of playlists with pictures, videos,
feeds or slides based on more than 250 templates already
available and updated on a regular basis with new graphic
layouts.
Templates allow everyone to build professional, eye-catching and
effects-packed contents: choose your images, insert text and your
playlist can take-off!

Should one need to use effective pictures, high-res and already
properly sized for the display, Live Signage makes available an
image library of more than two millions pictures.
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Slides are organized into playlists and each playlist visualization
can be freely scheduled through the day and the week.
Live Signage allows for portraits or landscape display’s orientation.
Either way up to a maximum of three different playlists can be
played at once by dividing the screen in zones, each one playing a
different content.
Alas, the HDMI input can be played inside one zone of choice

Content download from data sources
One of Live Signage’s finest features is the ability to acquire data,
process and format them to be properly displayed on the screen:
RSS, Social, API, Web scraping and so on.
Should arise the necessity to acquire, process and display data or
BigData coming from ERP, CRM, CMS, ECM, WMS, DBMS, public
source or any other origination, Live Signage is ready!
is the only Digital Signage platform available that is able to gather
new contents every 60 seconds.
Live Signage connects to different public domain sources:
● meteo
● italian news feed (La repubblica, La stampa, etc.)
● international news feed (CNN, ESPN, BBC etc)
● socialfeed (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter etc.)
● Google Reviews
It is also easy to add public utility sources such as:
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● meteo alerts
● local events
● local traffic information
● local pharmacies’ opening hours
● local museums’ opening hours
● local municipalities relevant news
As special request the system can process private or paid sources
such as:
● sport results
● theaters’ and cinemas’ programming
● real estate ads
● stock exchange quotations
● realtime gateway accesses
● real time environmental data from local or remote sensors
● real time voting
● Georeferenced data

Touchscreen
Touchscreen displays are monitored and managed by Live
Signage in the same way as passive displays.
Applications for touch screens are engineered on request as
custom projects.
With Live Signage it is easy to update contents, such as Video,
pictures and maps.
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Playlist can run on touchscreen displays also, switching slides and
interactive contests for a visually powerful communication.

Contacts
For further information please mail to
hello@livesignage.it
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